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by JOHN SCANLON

HE Royal Ascot experience of

2020 was one which is unlikely

to be forgotten. 

As a result of the coronavirus

pandemic, this was a festival stripped of

many of the features which make it the

world’s leading race meeting. For the first

time in her long reign, the Queen was

missing from the meeting; there was no

royal procession and none of the pageantry

which normally enriches the meeting and

attracts the foreign media. 

Crucially, there were no crowds, not

even owners, and thus no picnics in the car

park, no champagne nor Pimms, no

spectacular hats and fashions, no top hats

and tails. No bandstand singalong at the

end of the day.

Even the race programme and the

running order of the races had been

changed. Controversially, while there was

prize-money, there was not as much as

many horsemen would have liked to have

seen.

Showpiece

Crucially, however, there was racing,

and racing of a class and competitiveness

which, despite the unreal atmosphere and

the wide open spaces of the Ascot

racecourse, ensured that the traditional

Ascot showpiece races retained all of their

significance in the racing and bloodstock

firmament.

Coming into Royal Ascot 2020, Mark

Johnston was proud of his Royal Ascot

record. He had trained the winners of 45

Royal Ascot races since the great Double

Trigger gave him his first Royal meeting

winner by landing the Gold Cup in 1995;

since then, notching a Royal Ascot winner

has been one of his principal goals of each

year. Plans are made, revised and made

again as each year’s meeting nears. 

So while so much was different this

year, for Johnston Racing Ascot 2020

meant ‘business as usual’. The result was,

once again, a very successful Royal Ascot

for the yard. Dark Vision gave Mark his

46th winner at the Royal meeting with a

scintillating display in the Royal Hunt Cup,

and a number of horses ran huge races in

contests of the highest level, albeit in

defeat.

The Royal Hunt Cup was established in

1843, and was originally run over a right-

handed course. The distance of the race

was settled at a

mile in 1955,

and it is now

run on the

straight course,

allowing for a

large field to

contest the race.

Johnston

Racing had three

runners in the

latest renewal  --

Vale of Kent,

Cardsharp and

Dark Vision.

All three

performed with honour in the 23-runner

race. They were ridden, respectively, by

Joe Fanning, Adam Kirby and William

Buick. 

On leaving the stalls the field split into

three groups. On the far side of the course,

Cardsharp led a group of four horses who

were to stay wide throughout. In the centre

of the course, Vale of Kent led his group,

with Dark Vision held up at the rear. After

two furlongs or so, the centre group

merged with those racing nearer the

stands’ rail, and William switched

Dark Vision a little to his left.

Both Cardsharp and Vale of

Kent were headed around a

furlong out, but just as they

came to the end of their

tether, Dark Vision

could be seen cutting

through the field.

Hitting the front

in the last

The Royal meeting may have 

but it still had the 
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It was Ascot, just

Masks all round! Savroop Singh leads Dark Vision
and William Buick to the winner’s enclosure
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half-furlong, Godolphin’s Dream Ahead

colt forged clear to score by a length and a

quarter from Montatham, with Pogo third

and Vale of Kent finishing fourth, just three

lengths behind Dark Vision. Jockey

William Buick was delighted by how the

race panned out. 

“He travelled beautifully through the

race and I was always happy with the

position we were in,” he told the Klarion. 

“We were tracking the right horses and

everything fell into place. Dark Vision ran

very well at Newcastle on his return and

that suggested he was getting back towards

his best.”

Mark was relieved and excited by the

win in equal measure. 

“Dark Vision was a pretty easy

winner at Goodwood as a two-

year-old,” he reminded us, “but he

has been nothing but a frustration

since he changed hands. Sheikh

Mohammed bought him as a two-

year-old, so it’s great to see him

win. It did involve a drop into

handicap company, but it was the

best of handicaps.”

Talking about the meeting

generally, Mark added: “It’s very

different here and you can’t say

there’s any great atmosphere. I’ve been

wondering about the logic of having so

many runners here with the prize-money so

low and the races so competitive, but it’s

still great to have a winner on the board.” 

For the record, Dark Vision’s prize for

winning (£48,517.50) and Vale of Kent’s

fourth-placed prize-money (£3,607.50)

both represent approximately 44% of the

equivalent 2019 sums.

This was Johnston Racing’s first success

in the Royal Hunt Cup, and it will be

interesting to see how the rejuvenated Dark

Vision will be campaigned for the rest of

the year.

Exceptional

There were several other Ascot

performances worthy of note. Mohamed

Obaida’s St Leger third, Nayef Road, ran a

cracker of a race in the Gold Cup. Though

beaten by the exceptional winner,

Stradivarius, he did finish second, eight

lengths clear of the Melbourne Cup

winner, Cross Counter, and the rest of the

field. The Galileo colt’s effort was, to some

degree, ignored by the media in their

euphoria over the success of Stradivarius.

ARIE’S DIAMOND ran the race

of his life under Joe Fanning to

thrill his owners at Middleham

Park Racing by finishing third in the Group

1 Queen Anne Stakes. Hailing the horse’s

performance and Joe Fanning’s ride as

‘superb’, his delighted owners intend to

give the horse a break before targeting

more Group success later in the summer.

The juvenile division performed with

credit too. March Law ran a wonderful

race for owners Susan and John

Waterworth to finish second in the

Chesham, while Qaader was equally

impressive in finishing second in the

Coventry Stakes.

For more on our Royal Ascot runners,

turn to the following page to read James

Willoughby’s insightful analysis.

 lacked pomp and people,

 best of racing

not as we know it
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